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Abstract
During the last decade computational models of
argument have emerged as a successful approach
to the formalization of commonsense reasoning,
encompassing many other alternative formalisms.
Common elements can be identified in such frame-
works along with a number of particular features
which make it difficult to compare them with each
other from a logical viewpoint. This paper presents
a unifying approach to computational models of ar-
gument using Labelled Deductive Systems (LDS),
a rigorous but flexible methodology which has been
developed to formalize complex systems as logi-
cal frameworks with labelled deduction capabili-
ties. In the context of defeasible argumentation,
we show how labels can be used to represent ar-
guments as well as argument trees. In particu-
lar, we will describe the wide range of possibili-
ties allowed by an LDS-based formalization, such
as capturing fallacies, formalizing arguments in so-
cial contexts, weighing arguments, and formalizing
argument-based consequence operators.

Keywords: argumentation theory, labelled deductive systems,
knowledge representation

1 Introduction and Motivation
During the last decade computational models of argument
have emerged as a successful approach to the formalization
of commonsense reasoning, encompassing many other alter-
native formalisms. Many different argument-based frame-
works have been developed[Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2002;
Ches̃nevaret al., 2000]. In recent years, such frameworks
have had considerable impact on multi-agent systems as a ve-
hicle for facilitating “rational interaction” among agents. As
highlighted in[Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2002; Chesñevaret
al., 2000] several common elements can be identified in such
frameworks: an underlying logical language, the concept of
argument, etc. However, these elements appear along with a
number of particular features which make it difficult to com-
pare such frameworks with each other from a logical view-
point.

Labelled Deductive Systems (LDS)[Gabbay, 1996; Gab-
bay et al., 2004] were developed as a rigorous but flexible

methodology to formalize complex systems as logical frame-
works with labelled deduction capabilities (e.g., temporal
logics, database query languages and defeasible reasoning
systems). This paper analyzes the role of LDS as a method-
ology for building computational models of argument. We
show how different features in such models can be expressed
within a unified labelling methodology. As a basis for our
analysis we will useLDSAR, an LDS-based approach to de-
feasible argumentation based on logic programming. In the
context ofLDSAR we show how labels can be used to ex-
press common elements in argument-based frameworks (e.g.,
knowledge, arguments, argument trees). In particular, we will
describe the wide range of possibilities allowed by an LDS-
based formalization, such as capturing fallacies, formalizing
arguments in social contexts, weighing arguments, and for-
malizing argument-based consequence operators.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces some fundamentals of LDS. Section 3 presents
the main elements of theLDSAR framework[Ches̃nevar and
Simari, 2000], along with a worked example. Section 4 de-
scribes different aspects of computational models of argu-
ment in the context of the proposed LDS-based approach, in-
cluding fallacy detection, argumentation in social contexts,
measuring the impact of arguments in dialectical trees, and
formalizing argument-based consequence operators. Sec-
tion 5 discusses related work, and finally Section 6 summa-
rizes future research and the main conclusions that we have
obtained.

2 Labelled Deductive Systems: Fundamentals
Logic has been traditionally perceived as the study of ’con-
sequence relations’ between sets of formulæ. The complex-
ity of problems and the associated formalizations in different
application areas have emphasized the need for the defini-
tion of consequence relations betweenstructuresof formu-
las, such as multi-sets, sequences, or trees[Gabbayet al.,
2004]. An interesting question is how to formally define
the differences existing among logics, which involves char-
acterizing a way of comparing them. According to[Gabbay,
1996], the answers to these considerations are to be found
in metalevel considerations, which can be better identified
by analyzing those aspects which areuniform in most log-
ics (e.g., the structure of inference rules, rules for quantifiers,
etc.) Labelled deductive systems aim to characterize a logi-



cal system by ‘abstracting away’ these common aspects. As
a first approximation, a labelled deductive system is a 3-uple
(A,L, M), whereL is alogical language(including connec-
tives and wffs),A is analgebraon labels (with given oper-
ations), andM is a disciplinewhich indicates how to label
formulas in the logic, given the algebraA of labels[Gab-
bay, 1996]. Such a discipline will be formulated using de-
duction rules. In order to characterize an LDS, a labelled
language must be defined including wffs and labels. In such
language labels can be seen as carriers of information which
is not present in the wffs themselves.

Why are labels needed? In LDS labels will be used to store
information of different sort of the one encoded in the predi-
cate associated with it. There may exist different reasons for
doing this: it can be the case that the information on the label
is of a different nature or purpose than the one coded in the
main predicate, and therefore it is more convenient to keep it
as an annotation or label; or it may also be the case that the
manipulation of this extra information is too complex, and so
we want to keep it apart from the predicate associated with it.
Instead of referring to a formulaA, the name ofdeclarative
unit is generically used to refer to labelled formulæt : A.
As Gabbay remarks (op. cit.), there may be many uses for a
labelt in such a declarative unitt : A. The valuet might cor-
respond to a confidence value in fuzzy logic (e.g., t could be
a real number between 0 and 1), an indicator of the origin of
the wff A (e.g., in a very complex database), or an annotation
of the proof ofA (e.g., t can include the set of assumptions
that lead to believeA).

Finally, whereas in traditional logical systems the conse-
quence is defined using proof rules on formulas, in the LDS
methodology the consequence is defined by using rules on
both formulæ and labels. Thus the traditional notion of con-
sequence between formulæ of the formA1, . . . , An ` B is
replaced by the notion of consequence between labelled for-
mulæt1:A1; t2:A2; . . . ; tn:An |∼ s:B. Accordingly, we will
have formal rules for manipulating labels and this will allow
for more scope and detailed analysis when decomposing the
various features of the consequence relation. The meta fea-
tures can be reflected in the algebra or logic of the labels,
and the object features in the rules of the formulas. An in-
depth discussion on LDS is outside the scope of this paper,
and for further details the reader is referred to[Gabbay, 1996;
Gabbayet al., 2004].

3 Modelling Argumentation with LDS: the
LDSAR Framework

Argumentation frameworks1 are characterized by represent-
ing certain features of informal argumentation using a for-
mal language, along with an inference mechanism. Although
these frameworks differ in their aims and characterization, the
notion of argumentis quite similar, having a strong resem-
blance to the notion ofproof in logic. In fact, the difference
between arguments and logical proofs is more ‘pragmatic’

1See[Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2002; Chesñevaret al., 2000] for a
detailed description of relevant logic-based approaches to argumen-
tation.

than ‘syntactic’[Krauseet al., 1995].
Prakken & Vreeswijk[Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2002] have

defined a conceptual framework in which most argumentation
systems can be characterized. This conceptual framework in-
volves five elements, namely:

a) an underlying logical languageL;

b) a concept ofargument;

c) a concept ofconflictamong arguments;

d) a notion ofdefeatamong arguments;

e) a notion ofacceptabilityof arguments according to a
well-defined criterion.

We contend that the above elements can be embedded as
different parts of an LDS-based framework for argumentation
calledLDSAR [Ches̃nevar and Simari, 2000], whose salient
features will be summarized in this section. In our approach
the underlying logical languageL will be a labelled language
L

Arg
= (L

Labels
,L

KR
), whereL

Labels
is a labelling language (repre-

senting epistemic status of knowledge, as well as arguments
and their interrelationships) andL

KR
represents object-level

knowledge. Thus, the labelling languageL
Labels

will encode
different information features which correspond to the ele-
ments (a)–(e) in Prakken & Vreeswijk’s conceptualization.

UsuallyL
KR

will be a distinguished subset of FOL (e.g., the
language of Horn clauses or the language of extended logic
programming). For practical purposes,L

KR
will usually be

restricted torulesandfacts, in which the notion ofcontradic-
tory informationcan be expressed in terms of complementary
literals p andp.2 We will also assume an underlying infer-
ence procedurè associated withL

KR
(e.g., SLD derivation).

Given a setP ⊆ Wffs(L
KR

), andφ ∈ Wffs(L
KR

), we will
write thatP ` φ to denote thatφ follows from P via `. If
two complementary literals can be derived fromP via ` we
will just write P ` ⊥. Following [Gabbay, 1996], labelled
wffs in L

Arg
will be calleddeclarative units, having the form

Label:wff.

Definition 1 (Labeling languageL
Labels

) The labelling lan-
guageL

Labels
is a set of labels{ L1, L2, . . .Lk, . . .}, such

that every labelL ∈ L
Labels

is:

1. The empty set∅, or anyφ ∈ Wffs(L
KR

). These labels are
calledepistemic labels.

2. A setΦ ⊆ Wffs(L
KR

). This is a label calledargument
label.

3. A functorT is a label calleddialectical label, defined as
follows:

(a) If Φ is an argument label, thenTU (Φ), TD(Φ) and
T∗(Φ) aredialectical labelsin L

Labels
.3

(b) If T1, . . . , Tk are dialectical labels, then
TU

n (T1, . . . ,Tk), T∗n(T1, . . . ,Tk) and
TD

m(T1, . . . ,Tk) will also be dialectical la-
bels inL

Labels
.

2In this respect we follow an approach similar to the one in-
troduced in[Bondarenkoet al., 1997] for abstract argumentation
frameworks.

3For the sake of simplicity, we will just writeT1, T2, etc. to
denote arbitrary dialectical labels.



• Intro-NR: ∅:α
for any∅:α

• Intro-RE: Φ:α
for anyΦ:α such thatStrict(Γ)∪ Φ 6` ⊥

• Intro-∧: Φ1:α1 Φ2:α2 . . .Φk:αk

∪i=1...kΦi:α1, α2, . . . , αk

wheneverStrict(Γ) ∪Si=1...k Φi 6` ⊥

• Elim-←: Φ1:β←α1, . . . , αk Φ2:α1, . . . , αk

Φ1 ∪ Φ2:β
wheneverStrict(Γ) ∪ Φ1 ∪ Φ2 6` ⊥

Figure 1: Inference rules for argument construction

4. Nothing else is a label inL
Labels

.

Next we introduce the notion ofargumentative theory,
which will be a set of ‘basic’ declarative units (bdu’s) in our
labelled languageL

Arg
. Such bdu’s will be used to encode

defeasible and non-defeasible information.

Definition 2 (Argumentative theory) A labelled formula
φ:α ∈ Wffs(L) such thatα ∈ Wffs(L

KR
) and either (1)

φ = ∅ or (2) φ = {α} will be called abasic declarative
unit (bdu). Cases (1) and (2) correspond to representing
non-defeasible and defeasible knowledge, resp. A finite set
Γ = {φ1:α1, . . . φk:αk} where everyφi:αi is a bdu will be
called anargumentative theory. We will assume that the set
Strict(Γ) = {∅:αi | ∅:αi ∈ Γ} is non-contradictory wrt̀ .

3.1 Argument Construction
Given an argumentative theoryΓ and a wff φ ∈ L

KR
,

we will provide a labelled inference relationship “|∼
Arg

” to
characterize the notion of argument. Our labelled infer-
ence relationship “|∼

Arg
” will be characterized by a number

of suitable deduction rulesIntro-NR, Intro-RE, Intro-∧ and
Elim-←(Figure 1). RulesIntro-NR andIntro-RE allow the in-
troduction of non-defeasible and defeasible information when
constructing arguments. RulesIntro-∧ andElim-← stand for
introducing conjunction and applying modus ponens. Note
that in the last three rules a ‘consistency check’ wrt` is per-
formed, in order to ensure that the label associated with the
inferred formula does not allow the derivation of complemen-
tary literals. Note also that the labelA associated with a for-
mulaA:α contains alldefeasibleinformation needed to con-
cludeα from Γ.

Definition 3 (Argument) LetΓ be an argumentative theory,
let α be a literal inL

KR
and letA ⊆ Wffs(L

KR
) such that

Γ |∼
Arg
A:α. ThenA:α will be called anargumenton the basis

of Γ.

• Intro-1D:
A:α

T∗(A):α
wheneverA is minimal wrt set inclusion

• Intro-ND:

T∗(A):α T∗1(B1, . . .):β1 T∗k(Bk, . . .):βk

T∗(A,T∗1, . . . ,T
∗
k):α

wheneverVSTree(A, T∗i ) holds,i = 1 . . . k.

• Mark-Atom:

T∗(A):α
TU (A):α

• Mark-1D:

T∗(A,T∗1, . . . ,T
∗
i , . . . ,Tk):α

TU
i (Bi . . .):βi

TD(A,T∗1, . . . ,T
∗
i−1,T

U
i ,T∗i+1, . . . ,T

∗
k):α

wheneverVSTree(A,TU
j ) holds, for somei ∈ {1, . . . , k}

• Mark-ND:

T∗(A,T∗1, . . . ,T
∗
i , . . . ,T

∗
k):α

TD
1 (B1, . . .):β1 . . .TD

k (Bk, . . .):βk

TU (A,TD
1 , . . . ,TD

i , . . . ,TD
k ):α

wheneverVSTree(A,TD
i ), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}

Figure 2: Rules for dialectical analysis

3.2 Attack among Arguments. Dialectical Analysis
Clearly, given an argumentative theoryΓ there may exist con-
flicting arguments (e.g.,A:α andB:α) emerging from it. We
will assume thatconflict (also counterargumentor attack)
among arguments is captured using the notion of contradic-
tion associated with thè inference relationship used for ar-
gument construction. Note that our notion of conflict is inten-
tionally generic, as different, more concrete formalizations
are possible (e.g., attackà la Simari-Loui, where argument
A:α attacksB:β iff there exists a subargumentB′:γ, with
B′ ⊆ B, such thatStrict(Γ) ∪ {α, γ} ` ⊥).

Defeat among arguments involves apreference criterion
among conflicting arguments. Approaches to characterizing
defeat may differ: some argumentation frameworks will only
consider attack relationships[Dung, 1995], others will dis-
tinguish between rebutting and undercutting attacks[Prakken
and Sartor, 1997], etc. We will not delve into such differ-
ences here, but will rather focus on capturing the notion of
dialectical analysis in terms of natural deduction rules. A
usual approach involves computing (explicitly or implicitly)
a so-calleddialectical tree.4 A dialectical tree is a dialogue
tree between two parties, proponent and opponent. Branches
of the tree correspond to the exchange of arguments between
these two parties. A dialectical tree can be marked as anAND-
OR tree according to the following procedure: nodes with no
defeaters (leaves) are marked asU -nodes (undefeated nodes).

4Also called “argument tree” or “dialogue tree” in the literature.



Inner nodes are marked asD-nodes (defeated nodes) iff they
have at least oneU -node as a child, and asU -nodes iff they
have every child marked as aD-node.

In the context ofLDSAR, the construction and marking
of dialectical trees is captured in terms ofdialectical labels
(Def. 1). Special marks (*,U , D) are associated with a label
T(A, . . .) in order to determine whetherA corresponds to an
argument which has been (a)not analyzed yet(∗) in the di-
alectical context given by the label; or (b)defeated(D) (resp.
undefeated(U )) in such context. InLDSAR, the construc-
tion of dialectical trees is formalized in terms of an inference
relationship|∼T given by the natural deduction rules shown in
Figure 2. RuleIntro-1D allows to generate a tree with a single
argument.5 Rule Intro-ND allows to expand a given treeT∗
by introducing new subtreesT∗1(B1, . . .):q1 T∗k(Bk, . . .):qk.
A special conditionVSTree(A, T∗i ) , i = 1 . . . k checks that
such subtrees are valid. Such checking involves several con-
siderations, such as determining that the root of everyT∗i is
a defeater for the root ofT∗, and no fallacious argumenta-
tion is present by appending anyT∗i as a subtree rooted inA.
An in-depth discussion of such fallacies is outside the scope
of this paper, and details can be found elsewhere[Ches̃nevar
and Simari, 2000].

RulesMark-Atom, Mark-1D andMark-ND allow to ‘mark’
the nodes (arguments) in a dialectical tree as defeated or un-
defeated. Note that the rules propagate marking from the bot-
tom of the tree up to the root node, according to the marking
criterion discussed before.

Definition 4 (Warrant – Version 1) Let Ck
war(Γ) be the set

of all formulas that can be obtained fromΓ via |∼T in at most
k steps. A literalα is said to bewarrantediff TU

i (A, ...):α ∈
Ck

war(Γ), and there is nok′ > k, such thatTD
j (A, ...):α ∈

(Ck′
war(Γ) \ Cnk

war(Γ)).
This approach resembles Pollock’s original ideas of “ul-

timately justified belief”[Pollock, 1991]. Note that Def. 4
forces the computation of the deductive closure under “|∼T ” in
order to determine whether a literal is warranted or not. For-
tunately this is not necessarily the case, since warrants can be
captured in terms of aprecedence relation“< ” between di-
alectical labels. Informally, we will writeT < T’ whenever
T reflects a state in a dialogue which ispreviousto T’ (in
other words,T’ stands for a dialogue which evolves fromT
by incorporating new arguments). Afinal labelis a dialectical
label that cannot be extended any further.

Definition 5 (Warrant – Version 2) 6 LetΓ be an argumen-
tative theory, such thatΓ |∼T TU

i (A, . . .):α andTU
i is a final

label (i.e., it is not the case thatΓ |∼T TD
j (A, . . .):α andTU

i

< TD
j ). Thenα is a warranted literal wrtΓ.

3.3 A Worked Example
Consider an intelligent agent involved in controlling an en-
gine with three switchessw1, sw2, andsw3. These switches

5We require arguments to be minimal wrt set inclusion as it is
a common requirement in several argument frameworks, starting
with [Simari and Loui, 1992].

6It can be proven that Def. 5 and 4 are equivalent[Ches̃nevar and
Simari, 2000].

∅: f ← pc
∅: sw1 ←
∅: sw2 ←
∅: sw3 ←
∅: h ←

{ pf ← sw1 }: pf ← sw1
{ f ← pf }: f ← pf

{ po ← sw2 }: po ← sw2
{ o ← po }: o ← po
{e ← f , o }: e ← f , o

{e ← f , o, h }: e ← f , o, h
{o ← h }: o ← h

{pc ← pf , l }: pc ← pf , l
{l ← sw2 }: l ← sw2

{l ← sw2 , sw3 }: l ← sw2 , sw3
{f ← sw3 }: f ← sw3

Figure 3: Argumentative theoryΓengine

regulate different features of the engine, such as the pumping
system, speed, etc. Suppose we have defeasible information
about how this engine works.

• If the pump is clogged (pc), then the engine gets no fuel(f).

• Whensw1 is on, fuel is normally pumped properly(pf).

• When fuel is pumped properly(pf), fuel is usually ok(f).

• Whensw2 is on, oil is usually pumped(po).

• When oil is pumped(po), it usually works ok(o).

• When there is oil and fuel(o) ∧ (f), usually the engine works
ok (e).

• When there is fuel, oil, and heat(o)∧(f)∧(h) then the engine
is usually not ok(e).

• When there is heat(h), normally there are oil problems(o).

• When fuel is pumped(pf) and speed is low(l), then there are
reasons to believe that the pump is clogged (pc).

• Whensw2 is on, usually speed is low(l).

• Whensw3 is on, usually fuel is ok(f).

Suppose we also know some particular facts:sw1, sw2,
andsw3 are on, and there is heat(h). The knowledge of such
an agent can be modeled by the argumentative theoryΓengine

shown in Figure 3. From the theoryΓengine, the argument
A:e, with

A = { (pf ← sw1 ), (po ← sw2 ),
(f ← pf ), (o ← po), (e ← f , o) }

can be inferred via|∼
Arg

by applying the inference rules
Intro-NR twice (inferringsw1 andsw2), thenIntro-RE twice
(inferringpf ← sw1 andpo ← sw2 ), thenIntro-RE twice
again to inferf ← pf ando ← po, and finallyIntro-RE
once again to infere ← f , o. In a similar way, arguments
B:f , C:l,D:f andE :e can be derived via|∼

Arg
, with

B = { (pf ← sw1 ), (l ← sw2 ),
(pc ← pf , l) }

C = { (l ← sw2 , sw3 ) }
D = { (l ← sw2 , sw3 ) }
E = { (pf ← sw1 ), (po ← sw2 ),

(f ← pf ), (o ← po),
(e ← f , o, h) }



Note that the argumentsB:f , andE :e, are counterargu-
mentsfor the original argumentA:e, whereasC:l andD:f are
counterarguments forB:f . In each of these cases, these coun-
terarguments are also defeaters according to the specificity
preference criterion[Simari and Loui, 1992]. Assuming such
defeat relationship among arguments, the following formulæ
can be inferred via|∼T :

1)T∗1(A):e Intro-1D
2)T∗2(B):f Intro-1D
3)T∗3(C):l Intro-1D
4)T∗4(D):f Intro-1D
5)T∗5(E):e Intro-1D
6)T∗2(B,T∗3(C),T∗4(D)):f Intro-ND, 3), 4)
7)T∗1(A,T∗2(B,T∗3(C),T∗4(D)),T∗5(E)):e Intro-ND, 6)
8)TU

5 (E):e Mark-Atom
9)TD

1 (A,T∗2(B,T∗3(C),T∗4(D)),TU
5 (E)):e Mark-1D, 8)

Note that the formula obtained in step (7) has a final label
associated with it, since it cannot be ‘expanded’ from previ-
ous formulæ. Hence, following Def. 5, we can conclude that
e is not warranted.

4 The Power of Labels
Labelled Deduction Systems offer a wide range of possibili-
ties for formalizing different aspects of computational mod-
els of natural argument. Next we will focus on those which
we consider to be particularly relevant: detecting fallacies,
formalizing argumentation in social contexts, weighing argu-
ments in dialectical trees, and characterizing argument-based
inference operators.

4.1 Detecting Fallacies
According to Hamblin, the classical definition of a fallacy is
“an argument that appears to be valid, but is not”[Hamblin,
1970, p.12]. In more general terms, a fallacy is a general
type of appeal (or category of argument) that resembles good
reasoning, but some of their inference steps are not truth-
preserving.7 As pointed out in[Thompson, 2004], while we
may say that an argument is “fallacious”, or “commits a fal-
lacy”, the term “fallacy” does not refer to an argument, but
to an error of some identifiable kind. All of the arguments
that are guilty of committing that error may be said to bein-
stancesof that fallacy, so fallacies are strictly and classically
considered to betypesof arguments.

Detecting logical fallacies plays an important role in com-
putational models of argument. In this context the most basic
fallacy involves“circular reasoning”, or repetition of argu-
ments in a dialogue (as this leads to infinite branches in di-
alectical trees). Such situation is explicitly avoided in most
formal approaches to defeasible argumentation (e.g., [Garćıa
and Simari, 2004; Hunter, 2004]) by imposing this as a con-
straint in the definition of argument trees. Other approaches

7Some authors (e.g., Johnson[Johnson, 1995]) suggest that a fal-
lacy should occur“with sufficient frequency in discourse to warrant
being baptized.”. An in-depth treatment of fallacies is outside the
scope of this paper.

(e.g.,[Garćıa and Simari, 2004]) consider avoiding those di-
alogue lines whenever conflict arises among arguments ad-
vanced by the proponent (resp. opponent) in a given dia-
logue line. In that context, the advanced argument provok-
ing such conflict is considered fallacious. In other cases
(such as[Kakas and Toni, 1999]), analogous situations are
obtained as a by-product of the framework under certain con-
straints (e.g., when characterizing well-founded semantics
using an argument-based approach to logic programming, all
proponent arguments in an argument tree turn out to be non-
conflictive).

In our approach to argumentation using LDS, constraints
upon formation of dialogue lines are given by the special con-
dition VSTree(A, T∗i ), which takes into account if a given di-
alectical labelT∗i can be used as a sub-tree in a more complex
dialectical label rooted in setA of wffs, corresponding to the
main argument at issue. Cycle detection as well as ill-formed
dialogue lines (as defined in[Garćıa and Simari, 2004]) are
captured by this conditionVSTree. Formal results concern-
ing which dialectical trees are valid in a given argumentative
framework can also be better analyzed by different character-
izations of this condition.

4.2 Formalizing Arguments in Social Contexts
LDS also provide a sound framework for modelling multia-
gent societies. As Gabbay points out[Gabbay, 1996, p.311],
a label could be the name of a person (source) who put some
proposition forward, along with some indicator of the relia-
bility of that person as a source of data. In this context, LDS
play a role in formalizingsource-based arguments[Walton,
1998], i.e. arguments whose evaluation depends not only on
the structure of the inference used, but also on some assess-
ment of the sources of the premises. Evaluation of source-
based arguments is clearly important in the context of com-
putational models of argumentation for multiagent systems.
In a very interesting paper[Walton, 1999] Walton shows how
LDS and multi-agent systems can be combined to evaluate
argumentation that is source-based and depends on a credibil-
ity function. He also remarks that two of the most common
forms of source-based arguments are appeal to expert opin-
ion (or ad verecundiamargument) and personal attacks (or
ad hominemargument). Although such types of argumenta-
tion have been acknowledged as informal fallacies, Walton
states that both of them can be “quite reasonable in many
cases”, particularly in legal argumentation contexts. As Wal-
ton points out[Walton, 1999, p.66] “LDS is a big step for-
ward in the evaluation ofad hominemand ad verecundiam
arguments, because it enables us to base our evaluation of
such arguments on a label indicating a comparative assess-
ment of the source of the propositions that were put forward”.

The LDSAR framework can be naturally extended to for-
malize Walton’s proposal, keeping at the same time the ex-
pressivity to capture the information involved in the dialec-
tical analysis performed by a single agent. The labelled lan-
guageL

Arg
in LDSAR can in turn be labelled (e.g., with a la-

bel (Agi, ci) denoting an agent’s nameAgi and some associ-
ated credibility degreeci), defining a new labelling language
L

Ag
. Thus a labelled formula in the new language(L

Ag
,L

Arg
)

could be as follows:



(john, 0.7):(TU
i (A, . . .):α)

denoting that agentjohn with a credibility degree of0.7 has
performed some dialectical analysis concluding thatα is cur-
rently assumed as warranted belief, on the basis of a dialec-
tical analysis stored in the labelTU

i (A, . . .). Suitable deduc-
tion rules could be defined in order to characterize conflicts
among several agents in which their credibility could be a
factor to consider in assessing the final outcome of a dialogue
among them.

In [Amgoud et al., 2000] it was underscored the impor-
tance of having a formal model of inter-agent dialogues for
argument exchange by providing a precisely defined protocol
for interaction. In[Rahwanet al., 2003] it was also empha-
sized that an important challenge facing future research is the
understanding of ‘social’ aspects of argument-based negoti-
ation in agent societies, as“there is still no generic formal
theory that establishes a precise relationship between nor-
mative social behavior and the outcomes of communication
processes.”Given its expressive power, we think that LDS
could provide an adequate formal tool in the context of for-
malizing protocols and norm adoption, helping to achieve the
above goals.

4.3 Pruning and Weighing Arguments in
Dialectical Trees

Dialectical trees provide a way of exhaustively analyzing ar-
guments and counterarguments. A problem with this setting
is that dialectical trees can often be “too big”[Hunter, 2004]
so that the use of some kind of pruning strategy is in order.
There are several approaches to pruning the search space in
dialectical trees. The most basic approach consists in apply-
ing α−β pruning, as illustrated in Figure 4. When analyzing
a given argument, instead of computing all possible defeaters
(?) only a part of the dialectical tree needs to be explored in
order to determine whether the root node (main argument at
issue) is defeated or not. It must be noted that the rules that
characterize the “|∼T ” relationship (Figure 2) are also based on
this strategy, used when propagating marking in labels in a
bottom-up fashion.

Recent research[Hunter, 2004] has been focused on ana-
lyzing theimpactof argumentation. Such an impact depends
on what an agent regards as important, which allows to char-
acterize theresonanceandcostof producing arguments and
argument trees. To measure resonance in argument trees, the
sum of the resonance of the arguments in the tree is taken
into account, scaled by a discount function which increases
going down the tree, so that arguments at a greater depth
have a reduced net effect on the resonance of the tree. The
first ideas underlying this approach can be found in[Besnard
and Hunter, 2001], where the notion ofcategoriseris intro-
duced. A categoriser is a mapping from dialectical trees to
numbers. The resulting number is intended to capture the rel-
ative strength of an argument taking into account its defeaters,
the defeaters for those defeaters, and so on. An example of
categoriser provided in[Besnard and Hunter, 2001] is the fol-
lowing:

h(N) =
1

1 + h(N1) + . . . + h(Nl)

whereN1, . . . , Nl are the children nodes forl (if l = 0,
h(N1) + . . . + h(Nl) = 0).
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Figure 4: Labeling a dialectical tree withα− β pruning.

In the context ofLDSAR, assessing a weight to an ar-
gument on the basis of its defeaters can be performed in a
natural way by suitably extending the criteria for labelling
propagation. A functionf could be defined to assign num-
bers to dialectical labels according to some particular crite-
rion. Given a dialectical label, ifA corresponds to an ar-
gument without defeaters it would be assigned a particular
valuef(A). Otherwise, ifA is the root node in a dialecti-
cal tree with labelT(A, T1, . . . , Tk), having as defeaters
argumentsB1 . . . , Bk, thenf could be recursively defined
asf(A)=f(f(T1), ...f(Tk)) whereT1, . . . ,Tk are the im-
mediate subtrees (dialectical labels) associated withT. In
other words, numbers assigned to dialectical labels would
be propagated bottom-up. Computingf can be thus de-
fined in several ways (e.g., as suggested in[Besnard and
Hunter, 2001]). Such a setting allows to model a num-
ber of typical problems in defeasible argumentation, such
as the the notion ofaccrual of arguments[Vreeswijk, 1997;
Verheij, 1996], where arguments with many defeaters would
be deemed weaker as those which have only one defeater.

4.4 Formalizing Argument-Based Consequence
As we have discussed before, LDS provide a way of formal-
izing complex frameworks as logical systems with labelled
deduction capabilities. Different levels of inference (e.g., re-
stricted to certain kinds of labels) can be captured in terms of
suitable non-monotonicinference operatorswhich turn out
to be a useful tool for both theoretical and practical goals.
From a theoretical viewpoint logical properties of defeasible
argumentation can be easier studied and formalized with such
operators at hand. On the other hand, actual implementations
of argumentation systems could benefit from emerging logi-
cal properties for more efficient argument-based computation
in the context of real-world applications.

An LDS-based formalization of argumentation such as
LDSAR lends itself naturally towards the definition of such
operators[Ches̃nevar and Simari, 2000; Chesñevar et al.,
2005]. Given an argumentative theoryΓ, the notion of “the-
orem” wrt ` can be associated with a particularC` opera-
tor, which computes allemptyarguments, which account for
the strict knowledge inferable fromΓ. Similarly, operators
Carg andCwar can be defined to compute the set of all ar-
guments and warranted beliefs. Logical properties relevant
for the study of non-defeasible inference (such as cummula-
tivity, semi-monotonicity, superclassicality, etc.[Makinson,
1994]) can be better analyzed and contrasted in the light of
such operators. Besides, it must be remarked that our LDS



approach to argumentation does not stand as a single logic
for argument, but rather as a ‘family’ of logics. Thus, a con-
dition such asVSTree can be used as a parameter for char-
acterizing different, alternative logics within the same logical
framework[Ches̃nevar and Simari, 2001].

5 Related Work

Early work which used some of the principles present in
LDS (but not as formally) was Cohen’s theory of endorse-
ments[Cohen, 1985]. Endorsements are symbolic represen-
tations of different items of evidence, the questions on which
they bear, and the relations between them. Endorsements can
operate on each other and hence lead to the retraction of con-
clusions previously reached. Research concerning aggregat-
ing arguments by incorporating numerical and symbolic fea-
tures can be traced back to the work of Krauseet al. [Elvang-
Gøranssonet al., 1993; Krauseet al., 1995], where a uniform
framework for reasoning with different kinds ofstrengthin
arguments is described. In particular, a characterization of de-
feasible reasoning using LDS is due to Hunter[Hunter, 1994],
who showed how different non-monotonic logics can be char-
acterized in terms of labelling strategies, algebras for labels,
proof rules, and preference criteria. In contrast with our ap-
proach, Hunter had as a key aim to analyze the notion of pref-
erence among different non-monotonic logics. His approach,
however, is also argument-based.

Multicontext systems[Giunchigliaet al., 1993] have also
been proposed as an alternative framework to LDS to pro-
vide contextual reasoning for agents. A context is a triple
C = 〈L, ω, ∆〉, whereL is a language (e.g., first order logic),
ω is the set of axioms for the context and∆ is the set of in-
ference rules associated with the contextC. A multicontext
system is a pair〈C, B〉, whereC = {c1, . . . , cn} is the set
of all contexts, andB is the set ofbridge ruleswhich have
the formc1 : φ1 . . . , ck : φk → ci : φi standing for “if the
wffs φ1 . . . , φk are known to hold in contextsc1 . . . , ck, then
the wff φi will hold in contextci. In [Parsonset al., 1998]
a multicontext approach to modelling argumentation among
agents is presented. Different contexts represent different
components in the agent architecture, and interactions be-
tween such components is specified by means of bridge rules
between contexts. In[Grasso, 2004] an interesting approach
to modelling rhetorical argument is presented, in which men-
tal states in an arguer are characterized as a multicontext sys-
tem 〈B, R〉, whereB is a set of attitude contexts andR is
a set of bridge rules among them. We contend that similar
approaches to the ones mentioned above can be achieved in
terms of the logical machinery provided by LDS. It must be
noted that contexts themselves can be recast as elements in
the labelling language. Thus, the context notationBA : X
suggested in[Grasso, 2004] to denote “agentA believesX”
can be seen as a labelled sentence, withBA as associated la-
bel. Nesting beliefs is also possible in the LDS ontology, as
suitable functors of the formBA(BB) could be defined in the
labelling language to denote situations like “agentA believes
that agentB believes that...”, which in[Grasso, 2004] are de-
fined by nesting contexts.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
LDS offer a powerful tool for formalizing different aspects
of computational models of natural argument. In particular,
as we have outlined in this paper,LDSAR provides a sound
formal framework for modelling argument-based dialectical
reasoning for an intelligent agent. The underlying argumen-
tative logic for such an agent can be formally analyzed from
the natural deduction rules that characterize it, providing a
way of studying formal properties associated with such log-
ics. We also showed that such framework can be parametrized
with respect to a number of features (knowledge representa-
tion language, preconditions in natural deduction rules, etc.)
which are unified in a single logical system. We have also
shown why labels are a good alternative for coping with sev-
eral issues relevant in modelling argumentation: detecting
fallacies, considering arguments in social contexts, analyzing
dialectical trees, and formalizing consequence operators.

We contend that several other issues related to computa-
tional models of natural argument which have not been ex-
plored in this paper (e.g., argumentation protocols, resource-
bounded reasoning, rhetorical capabilities, etc.) can be suit-
ably modelled in terms of LDS by providing an appropriate
ontology in which such notions can be ‘abstracted away’ as
labels. We think that labels are also a good tool in the context
of Semantic Web applications, as they can be naturally stored
as pieces of structured XML code. On the other hand, the se-
mantic annotation of web content may be stored as labels by
means of an appropriate LDS. Different levels of granularity
can also be better identified (e.g., abstracting away particular
sublabels), which might be useful for identifyingargumen-
tation schemes[Walton and Reed, 2002] as well as for inte-
grating LDS-based knowledge into salient software tools for
argument analysis (such asARAUCARIA [Reed and Rowe,
2004]). In our opinion, exploiting such integration can offer
promising results that can help in solving several open prob-
lems in computational models of argument. Research in this
direction is currently being pursued.
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